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The WARM Journal is a forum
for the exchange of information
and opinions of WARM members.
Articles represent the authors' own
opinions, not necessarily those
of the Registry.
The Journal Committee of
WARM publishes the Journal.
Members include: Jane Bassuk,
Beth Bergman, Elizabeth Erickson,
Vesna Kittelson, Maria Mazzara,
Susan McDonald, Pat Olson,
Sandra Taylor and Alice Towle.
has not been well covered by
established art publications. Lucy
voiced a strong personal commitment to the women's political art
movement and is focusing her '
current writings on it.

All future rights to material
published in this Journal are retained by the individual authors
and artists. Reproduction or reprinting of any kind may be done
only with their permission.

WARM has also received a
grant from the Minneapolis Art
Exchange to pay for an audit of the
organization's books and to pro- '
vide a salary for a bookkeeper.

Graphics for this issue of the Journal are done by Susan McDonald,
Pat Olson and Sandra Taylor.

Committee, Funding Committee
and Director of Development are
currently negotiating on two
special exhibitions to be brought
to WARM : Harmony Hammond in
the Spring of 1981 and Kate Millet
in the Autumn. Watch for further
information in upcoming issues of
the WARM Journal.

Congratulations to WARM
gallery members Harriet Bart and
Mary Walker who have received
Minnesota State Arts Board Project grants.

On June 1st at WARM, Gayle
Davis, who is completing her
degree in American Studies at
Michigan State University, gave an
informal talk based on her thesis ·
topic , Women's Cooperative
Galleries. Questionnaires completed by gallery members and
visits to these cooperatives are
the basis of her research . Over
twenty women's cooperatives, including WARM, are covered in her
research. Gayle's talk at WARM
was geared toward gallery members. She compared WARM's
operations to those of other
women's galleries across the
couritry.

WARM welcomes new gallery
members Marion Angelica, Sally
Krug and Nancy Robinson .

We Need Your Comments

The WARM Journal encourages its readers to send their
comments, positive or negative.
We would like to hear what you
think bf the content of the Journal.
Please address your mail to WARM
Journal, 414 F_
irst Ave. No.,
Minneapolis 55401 .

What's Been Happening at WARM
by Beth Bergman

On the first weekend of June,
WARM gallery members held a
future's conference·· at Pattern
Station in Monticello, Minnesota.
Funding for th.is event was provided by the Community Planning
Organization's (CPO) Members
Trust Fund and the . Minneapolis
• Foundation. Over twenty gallery
members participated in two days
of structured sessions led by facilitators from c_po. The conference
provided members with the opportunity to get away from the daily
concerns of running the organization and focus energy on longrange planning.

WARM's

Exhibition

Policy

Lucy Lippard's April 20th
lecture at WARM entitled "Both
Sides Now: Women's Political Art" .
provided an interesting and educational · evening. The slide talk
covered political ah created by
women across the country, much of which consisted of performance
pieces and temporary artworks. A
good portion of the work presented
was new to some attending _the
lecture, because this movement
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New Members

Errata:
The Pat Olson Interview by Margot Kriel on
page 5 and 6 of the Spring Newsletter
should read :
I've been very pleased to have a good relationship with the Illusion Theater, a theater
group based in Minneapolis who do a lot of
touring . They're very inventive. They
started out as a mime troupe and used that
as their base . They've gone beyond to write
songs and dialogue and have very wonderful , inventive pieces, and I've been very
lucky to work with th·em , mainly doing their
graphics. For instance , this fall, we did a
poster for a program they're doing with the
Hennepin County Attorney's Office. The
program is called Touch and aims to tell
children about sexual abuse , without
tramautizing them, without being the
boogie man and scaring them but still
presenting something that's real and kids
should know about. Illusion does it by
play-acting roles and things that happened
to them when they were kids. Part is distinguishing between different kinds of
tou~h. the good touch, patting on the back
and hugging, then moving along the
spectrum to more confusing touches like
pinching and wrestling .
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Do women still think they must
measure up to the air-brushed
image that has been thrust upon
them by society? I questioned this
image and other stereotypes
deemed to be our ideals. However,
I found that often my own feelings
of competition made me second
best because , as an artist, I still
compared myself to people who
represented a certain idea of
artistic success. Curiosity about
whether others did this to themselves and just how they reacted to
competition led to the idea of having a discussion on this enormous- .
ly complex subject for the WARM
Journal.
Journal Committee members Jane
Bassuk , Beth Bergman and I put
together an outline of questions on
competition and mailed it to
WARM Gallery members Carole
Fisher, Sally Brown , Mary Walker;
Dee Axelrod , a former WARM
member now living in New York
who was a visiting artist at the
Minneapolis College of Art and
Design ; and Sara Evans, a writer
and Professor of History at the
University of Minnesota, author of
Personal Politics. We met on June
12th, 1980 and ·while digesting a
scrumptious pot luck dinner, we
sat in Sally's living room and taped
the following discussion on competition .
Alice Towle
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Edited by Jane Bassuk, Beth
man, and Alice Towle.

erg-

Alice: First of all, does anybod

have a definition of competition?
Sara: l don't have a succinct defini-

tion. When I got the questionnaire,
I thought about it and I realize that
I'm ambivalent. I th ink (maybe) it's
something women feel in this culture. Competition can mean trying
to do the best that you can , but it
implies hierarchy to me. That's
where I was having trouble and
ambivalence. Competition means
somebody is better than somebody
else or they're trying to be better
than somebody else . When those
kinds of definitions come into my
mind , I realize that 's what I feel
" icky" about. At the same time, I
don't think it's all bad .

achievements that are internal ; and
then measuring those externally
with where you th ink you should
be . Then there's the feminist idea
of competition , women supporting
ach other in the competitive
WO Id .
on 't you think that competition i
If you are
mpeting for a prize
with someon else , there's not
enough prize to go around . Any
way you look at it:society's goals
~keep its
are setting it in a w' a o
citizenry excellent .
Sara:

Mary: There's something in it for
society in setting it up tha way.
Suppose you have a job you
nt
done. By mak ing it competitive,
you speak to people to get some
terrific ideas going .

Alice: I looked the word up in the
dictionary. Webster says, "to compete is to contend emulously in
rivalry for a prize"; emulously
meaning " ambitious to equal or excel another"; and in obsessive behavior it says "jealously" and "rivaling ". That 's probably what we're
conditioned to think of as competition .

Beth: That 's where we get into
politics. The critic ism of socialism
is that you can 't make a society
where everybody is going to come
in first place . You 've got to have
winners and losers. That's what
makes your definition interesting,
Alice. You didn 't talk about someone winn ing and someone losing .
But that's what competition really
means to me .

Carole: There 's the idea then , from
what you said , Sara, of an internal
competition ; measuring past

Jane: Then there's the situation

when one finally win~ the prize and
feels really good and the people

FALL 1980
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Let'sVol.
dor't
make
judgments". I've been a teacher long
enough, that I've decided I can
make some judgments . . I know a
Mary: I saw a situation among kids.
good paragraph and I know one
My daughter was in a skating comthat doesn't make sense. In fact,
petition . In the competition, there
it's my job to do that for my stuwere two sisters. The younger one
dents. When it comes to my peers,
got the prize and the older one did. ,
it's much harder. I know people
not. The younger one couldn't
who are very good who are not
even feel happy that she won.
succeeding. The -doors aren't
opening. It's terrible luck. It's not
All: GUILT!
having contacts. There are a lot of
very good people who don't win .
Sally: I think that's a special probSo when I get anything, it feels
lem for women . Two brothers
very
sour. It feels li,ke luck, fortuit- .
might have had the problem, but I
ous.
How come nie _and not you? ·
think they might have been more
comfortable. I notice when I play
Sally: How come?
racquet ball with my husband, I
feel I can't win. After three years,
Dee: How come you feel sour?
it's not even a question of skills. I
Allee: Didn't you allow yourself to
get down to three points from
think that you did the best job?
winning and I can't push myself to
win . It's a critical issue for me. I
Sara: I don't believe that I did "the
know I can win, but there's some
best" in some absolute sense: I did·
prohibition to doing it. ·
·
it very wei l.
Alice: Protecting his ego .
Allee: The judgment was based on
one or two people's taste.
Dee: I see two types of competition . There's a very overt and ruthSara: Yes. You hit an editor who
less competition that will stop at
likes what you did and you could
nothing. Then, there's competition
get
one who doesn't. It's like
that has been subverted and is
getting
a:job.
covert, people who have been told
they must not compete. That
Sally: Sure. It has nothing to do
actually, for me, is the most
with total, absolute standards.
vicious, when someone is covert.
Women do that; undermine each
Jane: It's like getting a gallery.
other. I would prefer a situation
.Dee: Do you think competitiveness
where someone will say in a
is male more than female?
healthy, joking way, "Yes, I am
jealous that you got that. Yes, it's
Mary: No, I don't at all.
great that you got it but I wish I got
it too ." Just lay it out. That acceptAlice: Do you think it's an inherent
ing that competition is a part of
trait?
human nature. You must deal with
it. It will be there in some shape or
Jane: I think men are taught to be
form . But, then there's always a
competitive.
doubt for me whether or not it isn't
Mary: And women pretend they're
a capitalist, cultural thing.
not.
Sara: Let me add another thing .
Jane: Right. Men have been taught
I think the scarce resources is a
in a healthy way because they work
part of what makes it so vicious and
on
teams. They're competitive.
makes it very hard . We live in that
They work together to reach a goal.
kind of a world which almost everything is premised on competition
Women rarely have had team experience when growing up ._They .
and only a few get the prize. I get
-caugh f befween having sfa.ndarcfs - ·
worked in groups like quilting
bees where they were reaching a
on the one hand and on the other
goal, but they were not competing
hand believing in the anti-comagainst each other.
petitive ethic which implies in part
giving up standards; "Weare all the

who don 't, feel really bad. They
feel they're not as good as the
person who wins the prize .
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Sally: Women are . I think they
really are. But I think they're told
it's not O.K.
Dee: It's covert.
Mary: Society has sent women
mixed messages. Society has
given them the same things as
competitions but they haven 't been
allowed to glory in it very much .
Sally: Do you know what? In my
generation , the only prize that it
was O.K. to compete for was a man.
Mary: A good husband _Sally: A good husband.
Alice: This is what we were taught
was our goal.
Mary: But we competed with other
women in a very negative way.
Maybe what we are saying is that
women 's competitiveness, historically has put women against each
other which negates their friendships. For men , competition has
formed comraderie . "We're all in
this competing against each
other." In some ways, it reinforces
their maleness and their togetherness. Whereas for us, it's always
been negating what we have
together.
Sally: It's true of women, but I
think we're missing what it has
done for men . It kills them . They
die six to seven years younger
than women. They suffer in a
different way. I don't feel that we
are the only victims. Maybe competition makes them not intimate.
Beth: I think that's true. I have
found that men don't have best
friends , unless it's their wives. Men
have their buddies. They compete
against each other and have a
couple of beers. Who won doesn't
make a difference. They never say,
I feel this , that or the other thing
about what 's happening in their
life. They don 't have that kind of
intimate relationship .
Alice: They talk shop .
Mary: Men don't ever get together
and have a cup of coffee . They get
together to play golf, tennis. It's
something they have to do because
of their competitive nature.
4
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like the person has taken away my
space . Then I say to myself, "Well,
I could do this for myself", so I
regain or I build . That's the sense
individually of not going under in
that situation or not becoming
depressed, passive, to have a sense
of what you are doing.
Mary: You know, sometimes I say
to my kids, that if you never want
to lose, don't ever try. You've got to
be prepared to lose if you are going
to want anything. To go through
life not wanting anything is very
sad and awful. If you don't care
about anything, it's very dull.
Alice: Never taking a risk.

Jane: That's changing a bit bt.cause there are men who are influenced by the women's movement
and want those close relationships
and friendships with other men .

Mary: I think it can also generate
some energy and activity from the
individual.

Sara: I would like to ask a question.
The discussion of competition
brings out all the negative things .
Those that are predominant to me
are the shortages of prizes and the
fact that women are pitted against
each other most of the time and not
just for men . But, when we begin to
look for other goodies out there,
there are few that are marked
"female". We have this little bit so
that we fight against each other
over it. Is excellence necessarily
attached to competition? Excellence is the part that I don't want to
give up.

Dee: I have a group of friends in
Washington. We all went to school
together. We always are looking at
each other to see who's got what
and who is getting what. Sometimes, there are jealousies, but
there is an underlying sense of
love that is stronger at this point.
It's not vicious competition. We all
work hard and we like to trade and
see what's happening. It's exciting
and it gives a bit of an edge.

Jane: In our society, when someone is excellent in their field and
has a little bit of aggression, then
it's ea.sier for them to get the prize.
Some people can be just as good,
but don't have that aggression and
therefore can't work within the
system. Therefore, they don't get
the prize.

Mary: I have the same thing with a
group of friends that I have in Chicago. I always want to know what
they're doing and what's going on .

Sara: Then you are saying excellence per se is not produced by
competition which is the theory
our society is based on?
Dee: It can be fun to compete.
Keeping it within some kind of
human bounds.
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Sara: Describe a fun competition.

Carole:· So, you can identify with
each other's achievements?
Dee: Yes. To an extent.

Alice: Don't you sometimes have
a twinge of jealousy?
Mary: Sure, there's some of that,
but it does sometimes galvanize
you all a little bit and it also makes
you happy for the person and
proud of them . It's a mixed reaction.
Carole:
Psychologically, then,
what happens if you are competing
with a close friend and then one of
you gets it? The feeling for me is

Sally: The word that appeals to
me more than competition is development. It would imply movement, to use your own generative
process, to move forward .
Carole: You can think of competition as an ongoing process rather
than as a goal. There are steps
along the process that you are
continually involved in , rather than
an end in itself.
Sara: I don't think it's easy to take
the rough edges off of competition
in this society which is built on the
most vicious forms of competition
where excellence really is not the
end result. It's who can be the most
ruthless.
Sally: We have to be somewhat
altruistic about it. We feminists
have to say, "I believe as a group
that we have an effect on society,
to redefine competition so it isn't
a killer. Getting power is an issue.
I think in a capitalistic competition,
it isn't excellence, it's power and
control we're after.
Sara: The thing we don't want to
do is retire from the struggle over
power.
Sally: If it were competition for
excellence, we wouldn 't be here.
Mary: Are we talking about competition for success or what? Maybe we're all competing for quite
different things. You can compete
for sales or jobs or prestige.

FALL 1980
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Alice: Also, there are smaller
things that you feel competitive
about. Very petty, little things like,
"She looked at my painting with a
funny expression on her face ." I'm
not too worried about the great, big
things. It's the little day to day
thi!'lgs that gnaw away at you.
Dee: You mean things not neces-

sarily professionally related?
Alice: Not necessarily.
Dee: Anything . Like she's thinner
than I am?
Alice: Yes . And like, how come she
sat next to her instead of me when I
know her better. It makes you feel
you 're back in the eighth grade.
Mary: I think that's really interest-

ing. Some of the competition for
galleries and shows is not too far
from flirting with the boy to ask you
to go to the junior prom. The
posturing of the relationship is
very different, but some of the
maneuvering isn't terribly different.

more
healthy
the eighth
grade
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thing.

go with an alternative. Let's start
fresh and take a look at that.

Dee: You need some recognition .
You need some goodies.

Beth: To make a new pie is reject-

Jane: When· you get a prize, there 's
a · responsibility that comes along
with it. Keeping up the same standards, which is sc;=i.ry. The pressure
is incredible and so are the expectations. Maybe that's why ·m any
women are scared of success. Because of the respons ibility that
comes along · with getting the
success.
Dee: Do you think it's hard to become successful as a woman with
your group of women around you?
Are you punisred in some way or
made to feel you're becoming
super aggressive if you take a
leadership role? Isn't that potentially destructive?
Sally: I think it's a mixed bag. Ulti-

tion!

mately women are dealing with being competitive better than men .
It's fresh for us.- The fact that we're
sitting here, discussing it and having questions. I don't know very
many men who are dealing with it.
When we first got together, Judy
Chicago came here and said something that stayed with me. She said
that New York women want a piece
of the pie and California women
wanted a new pie.

Alice: What we

really want is
recognition and the respect of
others. So, that boils down to love,
I suppose .

Jane: We want one of each.

Mary: No matter what the prize is,
there's always something after.

Sally: I really have come around to
_w anting a new pie . I would rather

Carole: Unless you make your own
boy or your own gallery.
Jane: I think it all comes down
to wanting to be loved.
Sally: Yes, you're right. Affirma-

Carole: And we make the hot dish .
Mary: We make a full meal.

ing the values or lack of them within the system .
Sally: O.K. I want you to under-

stand the context in which I will
stick my neck out on the block . It's
altruistic and it's ideal. I don't expect to see it in my lifetime, but I do
expect to name it or try at least to
get the question out there so we
can move toward it. What I would
like to suggest would be the notion
of development in a group, in a
commun ity, in a field of endeavor
that was much more communally
oriented . Where excellence was in
fact the goal. It would have to be a
social ist soc iety where you would
assume that your subsistance was
taken care of. The goal would be
the perfection of the uniqueness of
the ind ividual in order to make
manifest the differences rather
than the sameness. Not conforming .
Jane: Unfortunately the socialistic
societies that exist today, when
everybody is supposedly fed , it
seems the art ...
Sally: Oh yes . I use the term social-

ism in a very tongue in cheek way.
I assume subsistance only means
being taken care of . Socialism as
we know it has never come close to
the real meaning. The old capitalistic notion that goes for excellence,
that competition . creates enough
room to achieve this superior goal,
is not true . An interesting Eastern
thought is that alone and in a quiet,
. still place , you ca~ get excellence.

Dee: You mean it's never enough?
Beth: That's what keeps motivating

you.
Carole: That's what keeps capit~lism going. Right?
Mary: It's as if you want to write a
· better novel than what you've already written.
Carole: Yes . That's what I was talking about; internally motivating
competition for yourself.
Alice: But, that's healthy, much
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You don't need excitement and
agitation around you to achieve
excellence.
Sara: Do you think we can have a
vision of community emerging
among feminists in which it's possible to be honest with each other?
A kind of honesty that would be in
a sense a pressure towards reaching for what you can achieve and
which would strive not to define
one person's achievement as
therefore another person's · loss?
I think the women'.s movement has
done that in the past. How can we
expect ourselves to just transform
it immediately? In the beginning of
the women's movement there was
the sense of let's be non-competitive and non-hierarchical. Let's all
be-exactly the same. If any woman
assljmed leadership or got any
kind of public recognition, she
therefore diminished all other
· women, instead of enhancing them
and there was terrible, terrible stuff
that went on.

Jane:Art
After
I got
the MSABWARM
grantJournal Jane:
Women's
Registry
of Minnesota:
v1 i3 As we keep saying, maybe
last year, I told very few people bewe need a support system even for
cause I was afraid I'd be separated
people who are successful. Since
off . I didn't tell anyone that I was
women have not been that
a Bush finalist for fear of the same.
successful in the past, we haven't
I was relieved when it was all over
developed the support for people
and glad that someone from
who have gotten to that point.
WARM got it. I was wondering how
Carole: We still identify with
Mary reacted to winning such a
failure.
prestigious thing?

Dee: Does this not go on any more?
Sara: I think it probably still does,
but a lot of people now understand
that.
Mary: I don't think
response in WARM.

that's the

Alice: Not now, but in the early
days it was really bad. Maybe we've
outgrown that .

J3eth: Maybe we should examine
the role of WARM. Is it an end in itself or a stepping stone to somewhere? In terms of using WARM as
·kind of a holding pattern, it would
be like the minor league. You hang
around until you get plucked out.
Going back to the concept in your
question about what would we
want differently, I would like to see
a situation where people who
succeed or win the competition
don't · all of a sudden become
another group. That we're still
peers because we're women, because we're artists and I'm not
gettil")g left behind because I didn't
win this.
Sally-: . Or, that I'm not getting left
·
behind because I did win .
Alice: That does happen.
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Dee: Were you relieved when you
didn't win?

Dee: We 're
gether.

Jane: I was relieved when the waiting was all over.

Alice: But if this happens and if the
so called losers are banding together, then doesn't this isolate
the ones who win?

Carole: But part of that is that fear
of success.
Jane: And being separated from
one's ...
Alice: The thing is, that we're not
used to success. We don't know
what's going to happen. We fear
the unknown .
Carole: . Once I worked on a
seminar about control and competition. We found that once you
step out .into the world, you have to
give up control. You don't know
what's going to happen and that's
very scary.
Mary: I think part of the thing I want
to talk to you, Jane; about the remark you made regarding the Bush
grant. I feel secure that the friends
I have won't desert me and that my
husband is very supportive . I feel
insulated because of my personal
life.

all

underdogs to-

Dee: It isolates them with men .
They may feel that they are getting
further and further out into the
group of professional men.

Beth: Talking about people who
have won a prize, I usually see
them as men . And, on a personal
level this success has severed our
friendship . I'm no longer a peer
because I didn't win the prize, too.
There's that fear and I think it runs
through the WARM organization.
What we've seen other women do
is use WARM as an "in" to something else . Somehow, it looks as if
the something else is more. There
have been women who have gotten
shows at the Walker or big grants
and then left WARM.
Dee: You feel they are using the
organization to get to a certain .
point?

FALL 1980
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Beth: Well , I don't know if it's
"using". It's as if they're some place
else.
Dee: They are not going to put the
energy in it.
Jane: We're competing in the same

way. We 're trying to get the goodies in the same way we're trying to
get a man . The way we've been
taught all our lives.
Mary: That would release us from
obligations to spend time with
women. When you get a boyfriend,
you didn 't spend time with women
any more.

WARM
1 [2021],allNo.
3, Art.
1
whoJournal,
really Vol.
compete
-out
in lots
of kinds of situations, whether it's
playing chess or being involved in
an intellectual argument, is that
there's a part of them that s·imply
sets personal stuff aside . They
don't feel that personal things are
at stake . Then , maybe later, they
do. They can sit back and turn off.

Sally: I think the whole range of

what competition does to relationships enters any place. It does in
WARM , except there's opportunity
for observation and questioning
that there might not be outside of
WARM .
Carole: So, we use each other as

Maybe there's something
that's healthy in that. But I see
women using their manipulative
skills in professional life; using
their sexuality a· lot to manipulate
dealers and men. I know women in
New York who sit and discus~
Dee:

resources . We learn from each
other.
Sally: We're beginning to, now. We
didn't too much in tt:ie beginning . I .
think the most incredible thing is
that we pulled it off, that we didn't
go down the tubes, that we're four
years old and it's only now we're
beginning to acclaim power and
have direction for it, and.just starting to talk about feminism and
competition and deal with it. Four
years old! We're still young and 1..
think that's a good schedule. We
responded in the past out of a weak
position . The strengths that we
have in just getting together and
fighting against the pressure of the
community is enough for me. Now,
let's talk about power, be<;:quse we
'
have it.
Carole: We had a need to prove to
ourselves that we could survive.

grant, you don't spend time with
people . who didn't get grants any
more.

which guy will be best to sleep with
to get something . I wonder if
women don 't do that more than
men.

Sara: I don't think that's happening

Alice: Women are learning that

Jane: Right. And when you get a

any more.

there are better ways to do it.

Carole: No, I'm much better trained

Mary: There are different kinds of

to get a man than to get a grant.
Sara: Wf ve gotten things mostly

by manipulation and our status
was supposed to be vicarious . And
when we got the man, we could
push him all we wanted to make
him do the best he could. We're
supposed to be behind the scenes.
What I was saying about the people
I know, and they are mostly men

prostitution . There are lots of kinds
of manipulation and sexual is only
one of them.
·
Dee: It's a lack of directness,
guess, in whatever form it's in.
Alice: And a lack of power.
Sara: Does competition do harmful

things
WARM?
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to

relationships

within

Jane: Over the years, everyone in
WARM has built up a trust with
each other. We've stuck together
for all these years. We learn from
each other's abilities. Not knowing
what we're up against opens things
up for competition . In this way, you
see, we each feel stronger.' We
each . trust each other and, yes,
there is competition , but it has a
different meaning .
Sally: We can trust each other to

become unique. That we can talk
about it is remarkable. This is the
first time we've talked about it in
public .
Mary: Let's come back to some of
these ideas which I hate not · to
touch on . Something I have
thought about a . lot - how does
competition for verbal time in a
group affect people? This is something we deal with every time we
have a meeting .
Dee: Do people tend to take it

over?
8

Mary: Again, if you ask ten differentWomen's
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But it doesn't
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you from
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Alice: It's time has come. We're all

people you will get ten different
answers.

speaking up. You keep doing it,
which is good.

Sara: Is there anyone here who is

Beth: You feel that is your role in

usually a quiet person at a meeting?

the group. That's why I stopped
saying as much as I used to at
.meetings. I even played devil's advocate at times. I didn't always believe in the side I was taking, but I
felt it had to be presented .

thinking of it.
Sally: We all did think of it.

Jane: I have trouble talking in large
groups, very much, but that's a
personal thing.
Beth: You feel as if you can't,
personally, within the dynamics of
the group?
Jane: Yes, I have trouble. I don't

know why. I get all flustered and
red in the face and it takes me a
while to get something out.
Carole: I think it has to do with

women speaking out. That's a risk.
It's one that we're really not trained
to do.
Beth: I have such an emotional
stake in what I say in a group like
WARM, I hold back because I feel
I'm baring so much . I want to make
sure that if I'm going to say something important that is so much a
part of myself, I want to be sure
there is positive feedback and reinforcement.
Alice: Have you spoken up for

something which had two sides,
where you thought you were really
sticking your neck out, and nobody
backed you up? Later, after the
meeting, people said, "Gee, I really
agreed with you", but they had
never said a thing during the meeting? This has happened to me, and
this is why I've become reluctant to
speak up about anything controversial.
Jane: I think it comes down to

wanting to be listened to, to be
heard. And sometimes you're not
really acknowledged.

Dee: We have learned something
together. Women do have problems. I can still speak up in front of
the men in New York and it will be
as though I said nothing . (If they
don't know me.) If you get that
treatment which I think we've all
gotten enough, why bother? You'll
devalue what you're going to say.
Sara: That's a part of where femin-

ism came from . It's women having
that experience in meetings, but
knowing /themselves well enough
to know that they did have something to say. I think feminism
comes out of knowing you've said
something important and that no
one was paying attention.
Carole: But now, when we talk to
each other and _we don't get
listened to or don't get supported,
it really hurts.
Alice: That has happened to me,

too. I've said something in a meeting and ten minutes later it has
gotten through to someone else
and they think they have thought
of it and say the very same thing .
This really hurts, if they get a
supportive response and I didn't.

Dee: I'm a convert. I used to be
quiet and now I'm much more verbal. I remember having ·all the
sympathy for the quiet ones, the
under-0ogs. They were always be~
ing oppressed. And now I have
crossed over. I have become somewhat irked because if you are
speaking it takes energy. You're
sticking your neck out and everyone else is being passive.
Alice: Also, they're thinking you

have all this control, that they have
given you, and they resent that,
·
too.
Mary: That comes to this last part
of the questionnaire which says,
"Do people look to the (WARM)
Gallery for help and support and
sometimes not find it?" But, they
never asked for it Or, they were
giving messages that said, "Don't
bother me, I'm hermetically
sealed" . They really aren't feeling
that. They're putting out a fake
message and it's a facade . But, how
are we to read that?
Sally: Doesn't it all come down to

trust? You know. if finally you can
trust somebody, then you speak
your mind.
Beth: Can I throw in a real strange
thought here? Do you think there's
a real competitive spirit within our
group or in any group where certain people have the role where
their opinion is asked for often?

Sally: I know three people, and

I want to confess that I was one of
them, who think this meeting was
their idea.

Carole: I do.
Alice: You play the role?

Carole: Wanting to be loved.
Jane: When you're heard, sometimes there's a reaction. It's a little
bit scary!
Mary: What about wanting to set
the record straight in your mind,
wanting to not let something go
by? Sometimes I have spoken up
on those issues and have gotten
very little support.
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Carole: Well, people asked me fora
while . I noticed when I would say
something ,· people listened more
than they listened to other people;
so, instead of -confronting that,
what I did was withdraw.
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Carole: But then, what happens to
me in that situation or what did
happen was that I resented it ...
"dammit, I don't want to be the
teacher au the time! I want someone to tell me something ."

Dee: Did you feel that other people
resented that position?

Alice: Did you ask for it back?

Carole: Well, yeah . I also felt that
in this group and its group dynamics everyone's got different levels
of experience. That's how I think of
the group.
Sara: As a resource.

Alice: Did it occur to you that maybe you had · earned a certain
amount of respect?
Carole: Oh God! God forbid that I
should earn respeot.
Sally: When I first heard about you ,
Carole, I sort of idealized you. It
didn't have anything to do with
you, but I needed to have a goddess. So I projected goddessness
on you . As a role model. I had to
have something more available
than Georgia O'Keefe.
Carole: There's either Georgia
O'Keefe or Carole Fisher and
nothing in between ...
Sally: I think it was enormously unfair to you, but it had to be done for
me and until that experier:tce when
we had the show together, I had to
give it up-regretfully-I did .
Mary: But then you have roles that
you are playjng today versus roles
you played ten years ago. Are you
playing that same role? How much
have you really changed? Are the
roles so very different?
Carole: Well , ten years ago if someone had asked me to state my opinion, I probably would have thrown
up.

'.

Allee: But, Carore, you've got to
look at it from another person's
· point of view. If _you 've been a
teacher for many years and you're
used to critiquing people's work,
naturally they're going to come
to you .
Sara: You 're good at that
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Carole: No.

Alice: Aha!
Sara: You kept them in their place.
It's hard to be put into the superwoman role by other people because you know it's not you . Who's
going to even notice me as me?
Would they like me it they knew?
If they really knew?
Carole: The other side of it is
getting support for achieving .
What caused me to withhold in the
WARM group was that ... one
example was that a group was
reading articles and I was in one of
the articles. They were discussing
it as if I hadn't been mentioned in
the article at all.-Stuff like that. So,
I thought, "What the hell is this?"
So that made me withhold. By God,
why should I pour it out ... you've
got to get stuff back. You have to.
Mary: Maybe it doesn't occur to
people to give unless they feel
they're giving from a position of
strength .

Beth: If you're a person who has
taught, who has gotten grants and
shown at great places, what can
somebody give you that has never
shown anywhere?
Carole: You're talking about only
art world kinds of experiences.
There's life experiences, too.
Dee: It's funny. I'm withholding a
piece of information. Since we're
getting down to it. I was afraid to
say anything about it, cause I didn't
know how you 'd react. I got an NEA
grant.
All: Congratulations!
Dee: A little one. I got rejected for
seven years in a row.

Alice: And winning it is better than '
·
the rejection, right?
Dee: Yes. Actually, I don't feel
guilty at all.

Sara: But, you didn't come bursting
in the door ...
Dee: Yes, deliberately withholding .
Mary: That's as much a negation of
us as it is of you .
Dee: That's right. It's a real distrustful thing .
Carole: Don't you think as a group
that we are now really starting to
identify with the strengths and the
victories?
Dee: The door's open to you more.
Mary: It is a very affirmative time.
Sally: I do think that, except that I
want to say something about the
ghetto. I sure live in one. I live here
in a house that's feminist, and I go
to my studio where I teach mostly
women feminist ideas, and I go to
the gallery and that's a feminist
group. So, I . have this triangular
configuration and within it I know
exactly who I am and what I stand
for. I think we have got a lot of
strength, internal strength , .b ut I
do think it's time to stand out of the
ghetto.
Dee: About being ghettoized. It
seems to me that as an outsider
coming back here that WARM is
reaching out into the community.
There seems to be a lot of con~
sciousness about it as a group.
Sara: I think that what you raise i~
a critical issue for feminism in
general.
Carole: Now?
Sara: Now. Because what ·happened in the last decade is that we
have been through a lot of struggle,
a lot of it painful and some of it
just hard work .. We've created a
number of environments of our
own . There is a danger in this comfort that we've created for our-:
selves. Therefore, I do think that we
have to use that outside. We can
compete and are not ultimately
vulnerable because we have a core
of self respect. And to have internal
self respect to participate in competition in a. way that it cannot ·
destroy us is essential for our survival and creativity.
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Reflections on
Competition
Between
Women
by Phyllis Goldin

Plunging lazily on a wave of
fantasy I watched pelicans circle
and dive in the Mexican Pacific . A
sun-parched pinch of a woman
spread her towel near mine and
soon we began to talk about Winnipeg . Thousands of miles from our
mutual home town we were drawn
to it like salmon to the spawning
ground . Marsha wasted no time
getting to her favorite memory of
"home. " It seems when she was a
teenager _in the 1950s she was
"gorgeous". In spite of tough
prevailing standards of beauty at
her school in an upwardly mobile
neighborhood of Winnipeg , she
was crowned Miss Snow Queen,
Snowball or Bumble Boogie . Her
friend Henda, unable to win prizes
herself, became Marsha's agent,
transporting her from one glorious
triumph to another. Marsha nearly
popped her sun blisters with
laughter as she told me how
jealous and competitive Henda
was .
Although Marsha was clear
about the competitive nature of
beauty contests, she did not
recognize her assumption of
superiority toward Henda as competitive . Grandiosity and inferiority
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are ample fuels for destructive·
forms of competition . Since they
are also common substrates of the
human condition it is unlikely that
the illustration provided by Marsha
and Henda will soon disappear. For
women , long held in culturally
inferior positions , the opportunity
to get an edge on other women is
tantilizing .
I think competition also has
something to recommend it. A
feisty competitive appetite between people who are not after
each other's blood, may enhance
excitement , creative impetus ,
comradery and closeness . Even
though competition implies
winning , losing and power differentials , it may paradoxically lead
people to more respect and
mutuality . This depends on
acknowledgement of the competition and an understanding that
challenge is more valuable than
victory .
In the last few years a burgeoning women's movement has
evolved a multitude of creative
endeavors. It is as though eons of ·
hibernation have come to an end .
No longer divided by competing
for men, many of us have united to
test our capacities in the world .
We have opened our eyes to explorations previously uncharted
or relegated to men. The powerful
tool of group process has brought
women together with renewed
support and regard . Understandably , these feelings of unity seem
incompatible with competitive
urges of either the destructive or
stimulating variety . Some feminists

feel strongly that competition is a
male prerogative fostered in those
dominated by a patriarchal society.
For them, competition is not admissable to the politic of support
between women. If this idea is
strictly adhered to , personal
differences in feminist ideology
may themselves become arenas for
rivalrous forms of competition . The
real focus of competition is then
blurred. This repeats the refrain of
Marsha and Henda and their unacknowledged interaction .
I think it is still difficult for
women to establish strong support
of each other and have healthy
competition and honest criticism
at the same time . A deeper trust
between women depends on removing the stigma of competition
as a totally undesirable male prerogative, and an effort to determine
the meaning and value of competition where it exists .
Phyllis Goldin is a 38 year old
psychiatrist, living, tending a garden , and writing songs in Forest
Lake, Minnesota . In the course of
her life, she has known competi·tion in many of its subtle and not
so subtle variations.
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Competition:
"Dance
Round ·the
New House"
by Jane Marcus
There is an old story popular
among socialist parents, of the
Soviet nursery school where
children 's building blocks are designed to be just big enough so that
one child cannot lift them alone ,
and so learns at an early age, to
co.operate . If we learn to cooperate
in play, the argument goes, we will
be able to cooperate in work. But
the socialist parent in a capitalist
country often abandons the alternate institutions in order to insure
the success of her children in a
competitive environment. The
child may be superior morally and
politically to the football-playing ,
grade-grubbing achiever, but the
kid can 't survive in anti-utopia
with utopian ideals.
For feminists, the situation is
doubly complex. For we often have
ourselves and our careers as well
as the lives of our children at stake.
The patriarchy can afford to allow
aberrations on the part of feminists and socialists, their alternate
institutions from n!..lrsery schools
to professional networks, for they
do not really threaten fatherhood,
capitalism or the family in any
serious way. They even narrow the
field for the most competitive.
The situation is further complicated by the fact that we cannot
disabuse ourselves of the deepseated notion that competition is
healthy. The equation of competition with health has a triple
authority in our culture, which derives from the ideas of three nineteenth century patriarchs, Darwin,
Marx and Freud :
The biological, economic and
psychological imperatives stand in
the way of clear thinking on the
subject of competition . And the
triple authority of the idea of competition as a healthy universal
phenomenon which affects all
aspects of our lives. persists.
Darwin's ideas of natural
selection and the survival of the

fittest
have Vol.
filtered
intoNo.
our
social
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thought in the most devious ways.
Intellectually discredited as nonsense, social darwinism still survives as a bulwark of racism .
·
Marx's definition of competition as a function of capitalism has
survived well beyond its usefulness
as an idea. The multi-national
corporations are the greatest cooperaters in the world . They only
raise the cry of competitive freeenterprise for small businessmen .
Competition is a value for little
business, not big business. And it
is always described by the media
as a "healthy economy".
Freud's concept of competitiveness as ego-strength and
mental health is even harder to root
out. If you are cooperative, you are
passive . If you are willing to share,
you are repressing your healthy
aggressions. To survive as psychologically healthy, one is supposed
to let loose supposed common
atavistic primitive desires to compete and to win . How can we
possibly clean up all this outmoded
ideological trash in the attics of our
minds? The first response of outsiders to our feminist values is that
we are somehow socially sick and
should be brought back to health .
And this means, for women , either
that we are the prizes in men's
competitive games or we join them
in the competition (with handicaps
for being late starters in the race) .
It is obvious by now that I
don't have an answer to the troubling question of what women
should do about competition on a
large scale. The question of
women competing among themselves is even more troubling.
Perhaps history will help us along
here a bit. Women artists and
writers have often been able to
compete with each other in sisterly
rivalry for perfection of expression
while never wavering from a position of support.
Virginia Woolf is a case in
point. Competition itself, the sport
of ranking artists, totalling up
scores and points in literary
battles, she regarded as merely a
stage in the history of culture, part
of the childhood of life in the patriarchy. Once women artists were
allowed to express themselves and
their values, art would not be a
competition with prizes of an
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"ornamental pat from the headmaster," but a cooperative historical effort of building on the past.
"For masterpieces are not single
and solitary births, " she wrote in a
maternal metaphor in A Room of
One 's Own, "they are the outcome
of many years of thinking in
common, of thinking by the body
of the people, so that the experience of the mass is behind the
single voice ".
I've never been able to
work competitively as a scholar
and have formed a network of
Virginia Woolf critics to survive.
We publish our work collectively
and two volumes are soon to
appear. We urge each other on in a
rivalry which enriches us singly
and collectively but we are not
taken seriously by the establishment. We have learned to address
each other and our women readers
in our work , trying to avoid the
schoolboy view of literature where,
as Woolf says , one side has to beat
up the other side. " As people
mature they cease to believe in
sides or in headmasters or in highly ornamental pats ... So long as
you write what you wish to write,
that is all that matters; ... But to
sacrifice a hair of the head of your
vision , a shade of its colour, in
deference to some headmaster
with a silver pot in his hand or to
some professor with a measuring
rod up his sleeve, is the most
abject treachery .. ."
Yes, Virginia, I agree. You
were an "outsider" with £500 a year
to live on. But what about my
daughter who has to learn to
make a living? She took a difficult
science course because she wants
eventually to go to medical school.
She got a lower grade, not on an
experiment but on a book review.
The students were asked to criticize The Double Helix and to say
whether it should be taught to
freshmen again . Not only did she
say how disgusted she was by the
sexist remarks about women belonging anywhere but in a laboratory, she also deplored the authors'
picture of scientific research itself
as a rat race, a cut-throat competition with winners and losers. Her
Turn to page 15
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·c ompeting toward a shared end ·often submerged in that diffusethe most challenging, exciting
ness. We are not encouraged to
game we can produce together.
seek self-fulfillment in the proThe competition serves the mutual
duction of end_u ring objects or self- _
end. If we're in the World Series,
definition in the transcendence of
our bodies or our particular
the mutual end of good baseball is
connections to others.
still there, but there's another
8. These differences are
which to some extent (not wholly,
apparent in our perceptions of art.
of course), it serves - winning the
(RecoQnized) male artists have the
.Series.
And that can't be mutual; if
1
social power to confer transcend1win, you lose. And my wanting to
ent status on anything they please,
win can't help but lessen my joy in
power exercised at first on humble
the accomplished beauty of your
lives and finally on urinals, bricks,
throws. ·1 might feel this way in the
and Campbell's soup cans. Women
course of a single game, might
d.o n't as a rule have this power;
want very much to win, want that
by Naomi Scheman
when women artists paint soup
more than I want the best possible
1. Imagine a zealous crusader
cans, the cans contain soup; the
game, but it's not built into the
attempting to purge baseball of the
paintings are about nurturance,
nature of things that I do; there'll
not color, line, and form. That is,
taint of competition, to make it a
be other games, and if you play
they're
seen this way, when they're
purely cooperative game. Where to
better today, I may learn from you
seen as painted by a woman.
begin? Shall we urge the pitcher
to play better tomorrow.
·
and the batter to cooperate on
9. More than ever before in
5. This line of thought is rehistory some women can break
home-runs, the batter and the
lated to the often-drawn distinction
fielders on fly balls, the runner and
away from this perception, make
between product and process; are
good
the claim to the power of conthe base-players on outs? Or runs?
we aiming for some one particular
Even if we could decide on a set Of
feri ng transcendence, ·and of living
thing, an object or an encapsulated
mutually agreeable goals, there
it. We too - some of us - can create.
end state, or are we most conwouldn't be very much fun involved
objects that will disown their
cerned with what's going on and
in achieving them; the competition,
sensuous connection with us, can
how skillfully we're doing it? Two
the pitting of complementary skills
live lives of alienated self-definiless often-noted connections:
against each other, is not a separation .
6. Products are detachable;
ble element in the game.
10. Obviously, I'm less than
they are valued, I think, in part be2. But there aren't just basecause they can be contemplated
convinced that we should want to
ball teams and baseball games;
and, often, bought and sold on
· do this, to stake our claim to inthere are baseball leagues, a basedustrial capitalism's version of the
their own, freed of the connection
ball season, and the World Series.
they must once have had with
Midas touch - the ability to turn
The baseball season builds toward
human labor and human bodies.
everything, including ourselves,
the World Serie~ it aims at eliminaWe send them into the world our
into a commodity.
tion . Team after team sinks in the
emissaries, cleaned up for the
11 . I visited the Women's
ratings and bites the dust. .Finally,
occasion, as though they had
Building in L.A. a few years ago.
one team wins the Series, the best
made themselves. Processes are
Kate Millet had an exhibit up team in North America (and,
embodied, undetachable from us,
some stunningly erotic calligraphy
hence, · the world) . Wonderful,
impure and contaminated, trapped
and large papier-mache wbmen
heady stuff - but there's no one left
in immanence, incapable of saundwarfing a shopping cart, a stove,
to play · with; they've all been
a T.V., a telephone - beautiful
tering into the world on their own •
eliminated . It's the end of the
two fetishized feet.
pieces that could have chosen to
season; baseball has once again
be anywhere and chose to be there,
7. And these notions, of disdone itself in.
drawing people in, benign guardembodied , detachable transcend3. This sort of competition is
ians of a communal exhibit space.
ence and embodied immanence
ejaculatory; getting there may be a
As I walked through the gallery I
are tied to our cultural definitions
tot of fun, but what really matters is
realized I was relearning how to
of masculinity and femininity. Male
arriving, and once you have, it's
look at art, unlearning a particular,
sexuality, for example, is charbriefly glorious and then that's it;
competitive mode.
acterized as goal-oriented and
it's all over. There's nothing to do
12. We are taught to look at a
focused on a fetishized body part
but go to sleep, happy and victorwork of art with blinders on, to enthat men are urged to think of as
ious - the end of the season.
counter it is isolation. It and we
alienated, as they are urged to
4. It's also unfriendly, When
need to find each other worthy of a
think of themselves as essentially
we compete in this way, we acquire
moment of total devotion, cut off
separate from their bodies. As
a real stake in each other's perfrom where we each came from
women, we learn to see - and to
forming badly. If we're just playing
and where we may be going. It, of
experience - our sexuality as
baseball (I don't mean we're not
diffuse, through time and our
taking it seriously). then we're
bodies, and ourselves are tied to,
Turn to page 15

On

Competition:
Some Stray
Thoughts. on
Baseball,
Sex, and Art
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l'ou do it for Art's SakH, right?
So give yourself a medal,
you deserve it. Next time,
for men, a breast to
pin it on.
By Pat Olson

@

1980
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Identification, left to right:
1.)The Confessional Medal of Honor with Fig Leaf Cluster:

For showing mercy to the public with noble restraint,
and not telling all.
2.)The Distinguished Crass: For self-promotion

beyond the call of duty.
3.)The Purple Lake Heart: For braving a

continuous onslaught
of hazardous art materials.
4.)The Extinguished Service Medal:

For artists who have served
in cooperatives and are
victorious over Burn-Out.
5.)Veteran of Art Wars.
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Continued from page 12
course, is not supposed to be
going anywhere. Not, that is, anywtie
a ill
re-change
tFi Tw
iUt can becrated and shipped from museum
to museum , continent to continent ,
century to century, but it is expected to stay the ·same; it is
finished. It is better than the other
works it grew_ up with, learned
iwm, taught, spoke with . And because it is better only it has survived ; they have been eliminated
and it is left to speak with us alone.
Really great works of art someti mes have whole walls or even
whole rooms to themselves, the ,
better to speak their unchanging
monologues.
13. Something about the
Women 's Building kept me from
treating the paintings, sculptures,
and other, less well-defined objects there that way. They were
talking with each other, in very
different voices, not always agreeing, and contributing unequally to
the conversation . But the b_
est con-
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tributor
to aVol.
conversation
the1
most insightful , sensitive, witty,
brillianfone - doesn't earn thereby
the right of the others' silence. And ·
being crated away into exalted
exile would be a decidedly odd
reward for that form of excellence.
There was something g·oing on in
that room , something rooted in the
real lives and real labor of particular real women, something I was
invited briefly to join, not because
I had a mind capable of aesthetic
distance, but because I had a life
capable of-aesthetic, and political,
engagement.

Naomi Scheman is an assistant professor of Philosophy and a
member of the facvlty of Women's
Studies at the University of Minnesota. She teaches courses on
feminist theory, moral problems,
the emotions, and sexuality, and
has no idea how she came to write
about baseball, about which she
knows nothing.

Calendar
September
6

Saturday, 9 a.m.
Members' Meeting.

11

Saturday, 7-10 p.m . Opening
of Jane Bassuk and Beth
Brenner show; Alison Ruttan
by invitation . Continues
through November 8.

21

Tuesday, 7:30 p.m. Discussion of Bassuk , Brenner,
Rutta11 show.

Gallery

Saturday, 7-10 p.m. Opening
of Elizabeth Erickson show;
Joanne Jackson Jo_h.!:lson by
invitation . Continues through
October 4.
10 · Wednesday, 7:00 p.m. Pam
Carr of Communications and
LuAnne Lorenson of Family
Violence, divisions of the
Mpls. Police Dept. will present a film and talk, "Sexual
-Assault and You" .

November
1

Saturday, 9 a.m .
Members' Meeting .

15

Saturday, 7-10 p.m. Opening
of Diane McLeod show. Continues through December 13.

18

Tuesday, Discussion of
McLeod. show 7:30 p.m.

October
4

9

Saturday, 9 a.m.
Members' Meeting .

Gallery

. Thursday, 7:30 p.m. lrisVideo
Collective will show "Take
Back the Night" and other
short video tapes. This is a
· year long series of "Feminist
Perspectives: Dialogues in
Art " .

December
6

Saturday, 9 a.m .
Members' Meeting.

20

Saturday, 7-10 p.m. Opening
of Carole Fisher and Georgiana Kettler show; Diane
Ranney by invitation . Continues through January 17,
1981 .
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Continued from paqe 11
teacher told her that her criticism
was an attack on science itself.
As long as the patriarchy can
define its most base masculinist
values as universal and our values
as abnormal or unhealthy, we have
a choice of remain ing outside the
game with pure hearts and empty
pockets or going in to fight. When
I read Adrienne Rich 's " On a
Woman -Centered University" in
On Lies; Secrets and Silence, I
have violent nightmares. She not
only articulates my rage at those
who see life as a competition but
at those who would force my
daughter to see life in their terms.
How much will she have to sacrifice to those men with their
measuring rods in order to become
a doctor?
Woolf imag ined that women
could remain aloof from competition : "You can join the professions
and yet remain uncontaminated
by them ; you can rid them of their
possessiveness , thei r jealousy,
their pugnacity , their greed ." She
advised us " not to burn the house·
down , but to make its windows
blaze . And let the daughters of uneducated women dance round the
new house .. . and let them sing,
'We have done with war! We have
done with tyranny! ' And their
mothers will laugh from their
graves, 'It was for this that we
suffered obloquy and contempt!
Light up the windows of the new
house, daughters! Let them blaze! "
Thirty years have passed .
Virginia Woolf was sure men would
keep women from the " modern
sins of van ity, egotism and megalomania" by continu ing to shower
women with " ridicule , censure and
contempt" . But she was wrong.
Some women have acquired these
"modern sins" by adopting men 's
rules ; and ridicule, censure and
contempt are reserved for some
women : lesbians, radicals and
those who criticize the conventions of patriarchal power. We may,
in the end , have to burn the place to
the ground and start all over again .
· Jane Marcus, a feminist literary
critic who has written on Virginia
Woolf and other women writers,
lives in Evanston, Illinois. New
Feminist Essays on Virginia Woolf
will b~ published in the fall.
16
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Patchwork

She walked to the bookshelf
and pulled out a thick , green
covered book. She turned to her
friend who was reading the feminist newspaper that had come that
day.
" How is your work going?"
she asked.
"Very well ." She barely lifted
her chin above the paper's edge.
" Fine." a pause. " But I didn 't
get a grant to continue. I'll have to
find another way. "
She looked back at her paper,
scanning for her place. Her mind
settled again on the disappointment. The day of it. " I drink a cup of
coffee and read the editorials in the
paper; give the little one his breakfast and clean away the dishes
from the night before, brush
crumbs , plan brunch , plan supper.
We go out, it's snowing lightly with
a w ind ; a wintry day, not welcome.
Snow, light as ash , a downy snow,
not welcome . It's too strong a wind ,
we can 't get even halfway in the
hike around the lake, so we come
back, feel ing wakened and live
from the cold and movement. It is
hard for me to pay attention to the
day. I am not feeling young , not
foolish , not resiliant, not loose. A
pressure behind the eyes, not
seemly for such a strong and responsible housewife. I wonder why I
can't get the work to be better?
Why is it so unclear, that I can't win
a grant, can 't sell it, can 't get
people to look at it; what is wrong
with my seeing , if I don 't know the

limitations · of the work? We eat
brunch in the dining room where
there are pots in front of the window, rounds of black dirt, waiting
for the green points of gloxinia and
lily to emerge: We bring the children to the park, we see rushing
water in Minnehaha creek turn into
a rapids , and a crashing waterfall .
Brilliant, edged with huge layered
ice walls, cascading white and
translucent and solid on either side
of the air-crammed water. We go to
a new little store in the neighborhood, the woman wants to be
friendly, so you are Sonjia's
mother, all I can say is yes , the
pushing of failure strong against
the inside of my ears, my throat
swelled , I just say her mother. Why
don't you get back to school,
change careers, forget making
images, I hear as I look over the
merchandise and buy ice cream
cones for the children . My fingers
ache with doubt as I give one to
each child ."Have I wasted all this
time, Have I chosen to go a way
that is simply beyond my capabilities?" The newspaper in front of
her blurred. She looked up to see
her friend absorbed in study, turning the pages of her book slowly.
"What is it?" she said .
" I have found a statement
here that interests me." she said .
She began to read silently.
"There is a work to do, there is
something to find out in this life.
It takes incredible energy, alertness, vulnerability, passion . And
it is beyond competition , because

no one can find out what it is you
have to know except you . No one
can look deeply enough into your
life to find out what it is you have to
know. It is possible, for a time, to
find a compan ion , who can travel
· near you , for a time . But there is a
certain dark something , and acertain brightness that belongs to you
alone, and is the sing'le thing for
you to know and it is your own
development, and never stops. It is
always in movement, the thing to
find out is something that is moving and is the movement that
belongs to you alone. If you know a
birch or aspen or poplar tree and
you watch this sort of tree you
know that the leaves spin a certain way because of their attachment to the tree and th is spinning
causes the light to flicker and
dance in the tree and watching this
flickering and dancing takes con centration; there is a possibility
for this light to become the liquid
manifesting of wind and light combined to make a dance and this
dance is very demanding . There is
a certain something to know and
knowing it requires also a close-:
ness to other people to seeing
the relationships and saying what
they are and remain ing the self
who is in them and not in them , a
tremendous finding of something
that belongs to the self and only the
self but that belongs in the relationship and is found in the relationship and a tremendous allowing
that allows the sexual in each relationship in the order that belongs
there and finds the place for the
sexual and finds the sexual which
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is the placing of the relationship
and finds the sexuality that is the
moral truth within the certain thing
that belongs to the self. When the
self is looking t~ere is a tremendous upheaval and effort, and while
the self is doinq it. there is no
feeling that it will ever end , and be
in that place that has no effort.
There is rather a feel ing of effort
that only goes on and on . Then
there is a period of having placed
these and found movement, having
looked into the movement and
what lies under these is laughter.
This looking and this laughter
are beyond competition and belong to the self."
She looked up from the book
smiling, nodding slightly, ruefully. Her friend looked up at the
same time, pointing to her newspaper: " I'm so glad to see these
questions raised . Listen to this ."

WARM Journal, Vol. 1 [2021], No. 3, Art. 1

She read thoughtfully:
"One. How do we fit the competitive into our ideas about the
feminist , non-hierarchical
community? "
"Two. Are the drives to compete in the male-dominated art
world and the world of feminist
image making mutually exclusive?"
"Three. How and why do
women , within feminism , divide?"
They talked late that night.
Elizabeth Erickson

pancakes
Avoid pancakes .
I used to think they were o.k.
except for the batter glazing the counters
or running across the grill
fusing two cells
I liked the way they steamed the windows
in December
the clapping of hands
when I took down the griddle
how I felt
fuller-breasted
then I watched a half-eaten one swell
to twice its size
just from a leaky faucet
and a doctor on the radio reminded me
that 90% of the human body
is water
then I knew
pancakes only pretend to be hearty they lean on sausages and scrambled eggs
unsubstantial as lumberjack tales
and steaming windows
or dreams of a household on fire
with chores
when you know
nobody moves after pancakes.
When I think of all those parents
feeding their kids
pancakes
so they won't be hungry for hours
pancakes growing inside them
absorbing their water
pancakes
maybe three times a week
innocent kids
all that swelling and deflating like a giant mad
and breathing hard
I just had to warn you .
Norita Larson

Norita Larson grew up on a
street similar to West Seventh.
She is a writer and lives with her
fam"ily in St. Paul .

https://sophia.stkate.edu/warm_journal/vol1/iss3/1
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West Seventh Street
essence of beer pours
from the smokestacks at the brewery
this section of the city is dedicated to repairs
rebuilt transmissions
µsed appliances
at every corner
II
its lineage is tacked:
old Fort Ro~d begat West Seventh Street
the hooves -of cattle beat
this ground
this street still
has the heart muscle
of an ox
the bus-driver knows it see how he. leans back
turns the wheel
with one finger this is his run
more than the skyways downtown
unbuttressed
by dirt
he learned the blunt edge of the knife here
the language of plumbers
who name their parts male and female
because one fits into
the other
today he watches for Spring four times
twice uptown
twice downtown
it squints off the bits of glass rises
In a breeze off the river

_I

the river so close
he forgets
living here
that before the oxen
was the river
fli"cking its tongue at the land
Norita Larson

.~,/:\i:,~';~,
.,-:.f'

-·

,,,

acts of resistence
all week -the children are home from school
infecting each other
the medicine bottles stand
with folded arms
on the refrigerator
they fight over game!, shows
is my favorite
I have given birth to a trinity
of discontent

Qver who

even snowbanks bend their shoulders into wind
·holding them stiff
until the thaw

·- .- - - - --- - - - - -Published by SOPHIA, 2021
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••••SEPTEMBER 6 - OCTOBER 4 • •••SEPTEMBER 6-0C'TOBER 4 ••••SEPTEMBER 6
Elizabeth Erickson
Recent Work

In this show Elizabeth Erickson addresses the
notion of movement, in a series of abstract images on
color-saturated paper.
Tensions-between colors, forms and surfacesshift within the images, and from one image to the
next. The viewer sees these tensions in momentary
balance on sheets of paper that float, unmatted, in
their frames .
Both si,des of the heavy papers have been worked
alternately with ,acrylics, dyes, inks and crayons
creating for Erickson "images that are objects, and
objects that are images."
She says: "This show will be multi-faceted. The
work reflects my growing interest in the tension between sens\,Jal and symbolic color, between geometric
form and the _continually shifting natural surfaces
around me."
-Mary Bremer

OCTOB.ER 11 - NOVEMBER 8 • • • • OCT
Elizabeth Erickson, "Land Dance" , 30" x 42" mixed media.

Jane Bassuk

· The shapes in my works are derived from my
imagination while being strongly akin to natural
forms . They evoke rather than specifically describe
observable nature. They can connote a wide range of
ideas, from elements of sex to plant life to food .
Recently, my work has become centralized , symmetrical and more vertical, resulting in an· imagery much
more anthropomorphic than ever before .

Joanne Jackson Johnson, color photograph, 11" x 14".

https://sophia.stkate.edu/warm_journal/vol1/iss3/1
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The landscape format in my work is largely due
to the influence of the midwest with its ever present
horizon line dotted with distant objects. However, I
recently realized that the internal complexity of my
work, the insistent textures and gem like color is more
about my home town, New York City with its lrghts,
crowds, movement, and rich variance. I have a need to
fill up space with pattern and to use highly complex
shape structures. My paintings are a sum of experiences which include impressions of an urban childhood together with the landscape of a rural setting.
20
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• • • • OCTOBER 11 - NOVEMBERS • • ••OCTOBER 11 - NOVEMBER 8 ••••OCTOBER 11
Alison Ruttan

In my work I 'play with a variety of illusions in both
the material sense and through spacial manipulation.
I use the camera to start the play between the photo. gr~phic image (constituting the real) and the painted
(representing the intuitive) parts of the image. I like
to work in groupings of images and generally spend
seve'ral months on a particular series. Because of this
length of time, I allow for changes in attitudes and
response to occur in the work. These are broken into
thre.e stages: 1) When the interior is recorded, 2) In the
assembling of a new spa~e through the combination of
more than one image, and 3) The application of painC
and color altering the sense of space.

Jane Bassuk, "Water Specimen I" 40" x 30", acrylic on paper, 1980.

The en·d result causes the viewer to respond to a
disquieting situation where truth and conjecture, both
materially and conceptually are intricately interwoven
to form a new and difficult relationship within the
boundc!ries of the image.

Beth Brenner
From the ongoing series "Fictions"

The last few years have been an important transition period. I have found it necessary to make unexpected changes and alter decisions. These moves
have been critical and left me questioning all aspects
of my life and my art. Most important is the learning
process that took place. My photographs parallel my
own transition in their concern with these ideas of
movement and change. The places are familiar and
recognizable. The inhabitants are of human form but
within each photograph a change is occurring. A disorientation takes place but it is possible to reach a
point of resolution. The challenge of the next moment
is always mysterious.

Alison ·Ruttan, untitled, 32" x 24", photo and acrylic paint.

Cutting things out of paper is a private process,
a return to my childhood. Here I can play, as well as,
devise relationships between the human forms and
the space they will inhabit. The cutouts appear quite
different in the photograph. They too , make a transition to another form.
The photographic process helps make the
changes occur. I use light to evoke a mysterious and
spiritual quality. I have consciously used materials
that diffuse and reflect light. Although I can calculate
a situation, I never know exactly what effect the image
will take on film . This also parallels personal life transitions. Decisions are made upon knowledge and
experience but we can only guess at the future.
Published by SOPHIA, 2021

Beth Brenner, photograph.
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20Art.- 1 JANUARY 17 ••••DECEMBER 20 Georgi_ana Kettler
The Spirit House

The spirit house paintings and installation
ev~lved _from_ my long interest in creating images
which make simultaneous interior and exterior spaces.
The walls and paintings are meditations on the past
and the future. The space created by them is a spirit
house.
·

_Diane Mcleod, "Tea with Dorothy", pen and ink drawing,
-20½" x 29½", March 15, 1980.

Hearthands and Tea

Diane McLeod's recent art work .
The sharing of tea seems to be one of the most
convivial experiences I can think of, one that my subconscious proferred many months ago as a metaphor
for my drawing content. I decided to move with it and
began drawing myself in relationship to others over a
cup of tea, all on a one to one basis. This endeavor, be-:
gun in trusting the enigmatic imagery that simply came
to me, continues to reveal its meanings as I persist with
it. My feelings abo~t myself in relationship to others
and the understandings about women, the first I drew
in the tea ceremony, and then about men, are sometimes startling.
·
The other image that has held my attention for_a
time longer than that of the tea ceremony is the Hearthand. It seems to be an image congruous with the
other. It arrived one sleepless night like a nightmare,
when I was glancing through a magazine and a story
about a woman left armless by a bear caught me. It
found affinity in some self-awareness I have and has
not yet allowed me to put it aside, although its meaning
has gradually changed. Each Hearth and is as uniquely
individual as is the person with whom I have tea, and
I th.ink of the armless Hearthand as my subconscious,
offering up its content, which I am free to take up or to
leave. So too may this recent art work of mine be
viewed.

https://sophia.stkate.edu/warm_journal/vol1/iss3/1
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Georgial'!a Kettler, painting 69" x 33".
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••••DECEMBER 20 - JANUARY 17 ••••DECEMBER 20-JANUARY 17 ••••DECEMBER
carole fisher

Diane Ranney Lenke

In the past year I have been working with watercolor on paper, mixed media and collage. The size of
the watercolors grows as I feel more comfortable with
a variety of techniques. Born out of play with texture
and pigment combinations are areas in the work that
are mysteries to me; areas that I doubt I will ever be
able to call up again. These phenomena force me to
pay attention to nature. And in the mountains of the
Southwest it is impossible for me to remain unaware of
the visual impact the land has on my psyche. I feel a
peculiar kind of personal power has come to me from
living in this wide open, remote, unpopulated state
of Arizona. I have had to create and teach a "women in
the arts" class that I couldn't take from someone else.
I have had to create my own market for paintings which
have nothing to do with the cowboy conquering the
Wild West.
Also in this last year I married a poet whose
imagery is raw and romantic. Together we worked on
a collaboration - his poem about the moon, called
"The Sky Within" - and my series of thirteen watercolors . From these watercolors we chose one image to
produce as an offset lithograph . I guess this was our
way of drawing down the moon .
I have traveled lately and recorded geyser pools,
tidal pools, volcanoes, exotic flowers , tropical fish,
mountains and animals in paint and mixed media
drawing . Painting and drawing are extensions of my
journal. My journal is an extension of the visuals. I
have also traveled through strange and wonderful
countries in my dreams. Some of these images will
find their way to the walls of the WARM Gallery in
Minneapolis - not far from where I started my journey
as a child artist living on a Wisconsin dairy farm.
cut your losses
jump into water up to armpits
I don 't trust you
draw a flower arrangement
this woman means business
prepare eggs four different ways
the back seat's full'a guns
write an invitation to a party
your needs are limitless
make an apron
no more riders

Image/ Text by Carole Fisher @ 1980
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Jaci Schacht
1939-1980
How do you write about.Jaci
Schacht's work - work you are intimately acquainted with not only
through your own life, but through
the lives of other women?
This work is powerful. It
shreds the cultural myth of " nice"
that has been laid on women
through the application of gloves,
lace, mirrors, ribbons, etc . All these
trappings of " NICE" that make the
female acceptable, frilly, "beautiful. " What does Jaci do with these
trappings? The gloves become animals, beasts that are disentrailed
and skinned, stretched and tacked
up. They are pelts that have been
slit and filled with oozing beads ,
glass , festering pins. Elsewhere the
gloves are hands, touching,

smoothing. They are the snakes on
Medusa's head, the frames for
many of the pieces, caressing
them , defining them. They are the
outside of the dressing . Screens,
masking the inner disorder and
homeliness. Jaci uses all . the
things cluttering the bottom of
women's drawers; the half-forgotten dreams that we used to try to
make ourselves and our lives beautiful and acceptable. Somehow,
everything has turned out flawed,
broken, shattered , falling to pieces
- the wholeness of women 's lives
does not come from these.
Another facet of the work is
the chairs and plexboxes shown in
the back room of the gallery; everyday objects turned into sacred
relics, memorabilia deified. Portraits in attributes and clutter. Her
"portfolio" is a suitcase packed
with the beloved portraits of her
friends.

https://sophia.stkate.edu/warm_journal/vol1/iss3/1
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Reviews
From St. Cloud

Sister Dennis
Frandrup at
the Benedicta
Art Center

Women's
ArtThrown
Registry of
Minnesota:
WARM Journal v1 i3
AD.
form
with handcarved
overwhelmlng, but the results are
petals-porcelain ", which seemed
_outstanding. Cases and stands of
to serve the same function as a
various heights are utilized ; with
scholar's footnote . These pieces
numbers next to the objects, coded
were done while S.r. Dennis was
to lists scattered at intervals
taking a course in Oriental ceramthroughout the gallery, describing
ics from a colleague, in a desire to
the various groupings. The result is
learn how the ancient originals
a calm that could have been chaos.
were produced. The resulting 20 or
Reviewed by Gail W. Bamber
so pieces are quite handsome,
apparently true enough to their
models to fool all but an expert;
From Duluth
but, most importantly, an interesting example of an intellectual and
scholarly exercise. In this group,
various techniques, shadings, inlays, carvi~gs, shapes and glazes

Continuing until September
15 there is an exhibit of contemporary ceramics by Sister Dennis
Frandrup in the Benedicta Art
Center at the College of St.
Benedict's, St. Joseph, Minnesota.
Over 300 pieces are exhibited , with
jars, vases and covered containers
predominating . The show also includes plates and various kinds of
_!:)owls and _cups. The overall impression this exhibition makes is
one of calm, understated elegance.
Both the individual pieces themselves and the manner of exhibition are beautifully done.
Sister Dennis is an art
teacher at St. Benedict's, and a
member of the Benedictine Order
which runs the college . A small,
wiry , intense woman, she demonstrates in her mann'3r of speaking
the energy it must have taken to
complete the pieces within the past
year.
She feels strongly that the
mere fact of being functional and
three-dimensional should not preclude a ceramic object from having
great beauty and conveying an
artistic message. This is, indeed,
difficult to dispute after seeing this
show, and the controlled , elegant,
even sculptural, forms of the
ceramics in it.
There is an obvious Oriental
influence in almost all these pots,
because their style aligns itself
with the simple and classic . -In
some cases, however, the influence of the Orient is much more
strongly felt , as in one group of
pots which had labels such as:
"Form inspired by Lotus Tea Bowls
_Ting ware of the 12th-13th century _

Published by SOPHIA, 2021

Sculptures at
the Duluth Art
Institute

- All of the sculptures, or parts
of each, drift, swing or pivot as the
air changes .
Incorporating design elements of kites and mobiles, with
names such as "Shivering Constellations" and " Casting Net",
the approximately 20x25, partly
round room was peopled/propped
with twelve sculptures all invisibly
su~pended from above at varying
heights. The work as a group is
subtle, engaging, intriging, satisfying.
The materials Doroff used
take advantage of this perhaps/
perhaps not movement: slack bits
of tinsel and trails/tails of clear
plastic or taut window-like inserts
of transparent mylar catch, reflect
and refract light: assorted thin
papers, grade school foil stars and
multi-colored thread are fitted into
and around fragile wooden frames
of two and three dimensions.
Swan, moth, dragonfly, porpoise
and flying fish lithographs and
chalk are caught on the paper surfaces . here and there. Together

.

Sr. Dennis Frandrup, ceramic vase.

are explored , which the artist/- -,
scholar goes on to use in her other,
less derivative, work .
One of these technical skills
is the development of a particularly
handsome crackle glaze (see illustration)-. Various examples of this
difficult-to-control technique are
spotted around the room ; sometimes the lines are sharp, sometimes fuzzy, sometimes covered
with a slight blush of color so faint
as to be almost absent. In one
spectacular example , a covered
jar, the crackles make a rosette
pattern over most of the jar with
surprisingly regularity. The simple,
classic forms of the pots are an
ideal foil for this complex surface
treatment.
A final word should be said
about the presentation of this exhibit. The logistics involved in the
presentation of 300 medium to
tiny-size objects must have beel)
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Watch Our Space:
Beginning in the fall, WARM
will sponsor a series of public
presentations entitled "Feminist
Perspectives: Dialogues in Art. "
Although specifics are not final,
watch for video art, performance
art, lectures, discussions and
poetry readings. The series celebrates regional women and will
have a broad range, occasionally
leaving the realm of the fine arts for
an understanding of our feminist
and regional grounding. DiscYssion will be an integral part of
all presentations .

Janice D. D~roff, "Set for Tristan" performed by Blackthorn Theater at Duluth Art Institute.

with hieroglyph shapes, these
images yield a range of connections from the prehistoric to the
mythological to the present.
Cocoon and shekinah forms
juxtaposed with an open sided
pyramid, pendulous suspension
and portions of self-portrait
result in comparisons of opposites.
Manipulation of individual
pieces is only a choice for the
viewer, the work moves one even
when stil l. The sma:I size of some
of the sculptures and the nearly
minute detail on most require the
willing physical approach of
viewers. Close-up scrutiny makes
clear that this work goes beyond
looking fragile , it is fragile .
The implications of these
images point up some areas the
artist finds fascinating! Recollection , time and life before our own
personal existence , time absent
(eternity), and suspect silence are
all present when surrounded by
this work . The artist makes no
summations and does no editorializing , she infers possibilities . The
limitations of narrative are avoided
by her choice of cryptic and minimal components but the resulting
constructions are mysterious.
Reviewed by Pat Maus
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Punch out your verv own

COMPETITION GAL pa1
paperdoll.

by Sandra Menefee Taylor
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Open Letter to
Sam Sachs:

The
of of
theMinnesota:
show, " AWARM
Woman
's
object; "Woman as Narrative
Women's
Artname
Registry
Journal
v1 i3
Place, Changing Perspectives
Focus , Woman as Aesthetic Ex1880 to 1980", implies that it is
pression , Woman as Portrait Subabout the space , physical , psychoject, Woman as Fashion Topic". By
8 August 1980
logical , or social , that women
looking at women as objects one
inhabit and the changes that
denies her respect and humanity.
Sam Sachs
women have made in these areas in
This is different from painting a
Minneapolis Art Institute
the past century . Unfortunately,
woman in appreciation and affec2400 3rd Ave . South
despite pretentions toward libertion for her. The show also disMpls. , Mn . 55404
ated thinking, the show reinforces
played many paintings, which deDear Mr. Sachs;
the most sexist and repressive attipicted women in stereotypic and
tudes toward women.
traditional roles. So it seems that a
I was delighted when I saw the
woman 's place is a place where she
announcements for the recent
According to the description
remains an object and receives her
show, " A Woman 's Place, Changwritten for viewers in the gallery, it
personal and .social definition from
ing Perspectives from 1880 to
is about changing perspectives of
a man .
1980," at the Minneapolis Institute
women from a man's point of view.
of the Arts. However, upon viewing
This important fact is not adeIt is so difficult for a woman artist
the show I was profoundly disquately expressed in the chosen
to have a showing of her workappointed, not in the ability of
title fo_r. the show. Not only are all
much less one that would confront
the painters nor the painting themthe paintings by men and from a
honestly the struggles of a woman
selves, but in the discrepancy bemale point of view, but the pictures
working toward a definition of hertween the name of the show and
are grouped in the different ways
self and her experience in the
the intent of the show.
one could look at a woman as an
world through art. A genuine
change in perspective would be for
art institutions to provide support
and space to make a place for
women and their art.

ART

One parting concern was for the
high school students, who put the
show together. I feel that it is unfortunate that they had no ·guidance or push to ask questions
about the assumptions they were
making about women when they
chose the content of the show.
With a few gentle inquiries by a
teacher directing the project, they
might have discovered that this
show was not about chang ing perspectives of women , but about reinforcing the familiar and the safe.
Th is show was not about a
woman 's place, but about keeping
a woman in her place .
Sincerely,
Paula Phillips

JOIN THE GAME
FIND A ROLE

MODEL FOR YOUR

by Sandra Menefee Taylor
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Minnesota Women '80
by Pat Olson

Minnesota Women '80, an exhibition juried by sculptor and
University of Minnesota instructor
Susan Lucey , took place at WARM
from June 14 - July 13. While 180
women from all over the state entered slides oftheirwork, pieces by
21 women were selected: Susan
Boecher, Linda Brooks, Soraya
Burg , Bernice Ficek-Swenson ,
Jana Freiband , Ellen Fullman,
Mary Griep, Sally Johnson , Sarah
Kass, Jacqueline Kielkopf, Julie
Marie Lemon , Susan Milnor, Jean
Nordlund, Wendy M . Olson, Deanie Pass, Janice Perry, Alison
Ruttan , Dorothy Sauber, Carla
Stetson, Christine M . Tart and
Bonita Wahl. Juror Susan Lucey
commented that while she excluded many technically proficient works, her guiding thought
was to select works that were
"courageous and gutsy."
"Exhilarating and feisty" describes the June 19 discussion
evening, organized to share the
thoughts of the juror, participating

WARM Journal, Vol. 1 [2021], No. 3, Art. 1
artists, WARM Gallery members
and the general public . Forty
people turned out (twice as many
as expected) for a free-wheeling
discussion . It included a debate
on whether embracing the label
" feminist art" limited one's opportunities or set one free . Discussion
of individual works and thoughtprovoking statements on their
work were made by rug-hooker
Dorothy Sauber, filmmaker Bonita
Wahl, photographer Linda Brooks
and sculptor Deanie Pass, among
others. This discussion was conceived by the exhibition's organizers as an important element in
encouraging women artists in this
community to meet, share and
support one another.
Gallery members who
worked to get Minnesota Women
'80 together are Marilynn Anderson , Beth Brenner, Georgiana
Kettler, Joyce Lyon, Diane
McLeod, Pat Olson , and Susan
Pleissner. Also instrumental and
deserving of many thanks are
Robin Madrid, Susan Lucey and
Diane Peterson (of Film in the
Cities) . And thanks to the DaytonHudson Foundation for funding.

Women's Art Registry of Minnesota
-414 First Avenue North
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55401

https://sophia.stkate.edu/warm_journal/vol1/iss3/1
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